Crescent Bronze Fire & Ice Products

Introduction
Crescent Bronze Fire & Ice products consist of highly distinctive special effect coatings and pigments offered in four brilliant color options. These high-sparkle, jewel-tone products exhibit an extraordinary three dimensional look and have light reflection properties similar to those of a polished diamond.

Fire & Ice Color Options
- DIAMOND ICE
- GOLDEN ICE
- RUBY ICE
- SAPPHIRE ICE

Fire & Ice Custom Coatings
- Acrylic Latex
- Acrylic Lacquers
- Two-Part Epoxy
- Oil-Based Alkyd Enamels

Fire & Ice custom coatings are available in the paint systems noted above and are appropriate for a wide variety of architectural applications. For exterior applications or in applications with special requirements with regard to weather or humidity resistance, we would recommend an additional protective clear coat appropriate to the finish. Please call our customer service toll free line at (800) 445-6810 to discuss which of the paint systems would be appropriate for your project and to ask whether or not a clear coat would be advised for your specific application.

Application Considerations
These specialty products achieve full color intensity when applied to a black or dark background, but may be applied over virtually any background color to achieve various interesting effects. Suitable for brilliant, custom top coats or stand alone, semi-opaque coatings, these translucent products allow light to pass and reflect back through the particle; therefore, they should not be considered when absolute opacity is a primary concern. **Note:** Fire & Ice colors presented on the Crescent Bronze color card are applied against both a white and a black background to demonstrate the contrasting effects.

Fire & Ice Pigments
- #3194 – DIAMOND ICE
- #3254 – GOLDEN ICE
- #3255 – RUBY ICE
- #3256 – SAPPHIRE ICE

Fire & Ice pigments may be purchased for loading to virtually any clear resin system. These brilliant pigments may be used in automotive finishes, industrial paints, powder coatings, plastics, printing applications, and more. These pigments achieve extremely pure color shades and open up endless possibilities for creative applications.

**Pigment Loading Level**
.25 – 1.50 pounds per gallon

**Pigment Micron Size Range**
35 – 150

Continued
Safe Use & Handling
Please refer to product SDS for detailed guidelines as to the safe use and handling of this product. SDS documents are available upon request from sds@crescentbronze.us

*****

Note:
Since we cannot anticipate or control the many different conditions under which this information and our products may be used, we do not guarantee the applicability or accuracy of this information, or the suitability of our products for a given situation. Users of our products should make their own evaluation to determine the suitability of our products for their particular purposes. For this reason, the products discussed here are sold without such warranty, either expressed or implied.

Crescent Bronze Powder Co., Inc., is an ISO 9001-2015 registered manufacturer.